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N' 90	of 1992
IN THE MATTER of an
appeal under the Work Health Act
BETWEEN:

CONSOLIDATED PRESS HOLDINGS LIMITED
Appellant
AND:
MAXWELL RAYMOND WHEELER
Respondent

CORAM: Mildren J

REASONS FOR JUDGMENT
(Delivered 29 September 1992)

This is an appeal from a decision of the Work Health Court.

The	respondent			worker			commenced			proceedings		for compensation in the Work Health Court against his employer Rector		Concrete		Tanks		NT.	As		it	was		alleged	that	his employer was uninsured, the Nominal Insurer was joined as a respondent	to the	proceedings	in the	Work	Health	Court. Subsequently	Laverton	Nominees		Pty		Ltd			and		Consolidateq Press	 Holdings	Ltd			were	joined		as		 respondents  to  thos ··· proceedings, it being alleged against them  that  one or other of them was a principal contractor within the meaning of s127 of the Work Health Act, and that therefore  the worker had a direct claim against one or other of those respondents.

The Nominal Insurer took out an interlocutory summons in the Work Health Court seeking an order that the Court state a special case to the Supreme Court pursuant to sll5{1) of the Work Health Act as to whether the Nominal Insurer was entitled to reject a claim made against it if the worker had a claim against a principal contractor in circumstances


where the worker's own employer is uninsured. The appellants took out an interlocutory summons for summary judgment against the worker, and filed two affidavits in
support, the purpose of which was to show that the appellant was not a principal contractor within the meaning of Sl27.

Both summonses came on for hearing before a magistrate in private chambers on 12 March 1992. The only questions argued by counsel who appeared on that occasion were (1) whether the summonses would be heard by the court in Darwin or in Alice Springs (2) whether the application for summary judgment should be heard before, at the same time as, or subsequent upon the hearing of the application for a special stated case. No submissions were made by the parties as to the merits of the appellant's application; and no submission was put to the learned magistrate that the appellant's summons should be dismissed. However submissions were made to the effect that the application for the special stated case was premature as the facts upon which the special stated case depended were in dispute. The learned magistrate reserved his decision. No transcript of that hearing was taken.

The parties had made written submissions to the learned magistrate, and I have received, without objection, an affidavit sworn by Mr Ford, who appeared as counsel for the appellant, which deposes as to what occurred and exhibits the parties' written submissions.

On 16 March 1992 the learned magistrate announced his decision in open court. His Worship refused the application to state a special case because the facts upon which the special stated case was to be premised were not yet found. There is no appeal from that decision.

His the
 Worship then raised application	for
 with the solicitors summary	judgment.
 for the parties The	following
exchange occurred:
"HIS WORSHIP: What about the application that's been put for summary judgment? You see again that ties in with your application which has been refused and my view is that again that can only be determined once certain facts are known.
(I interpolate here that his Worship's reference to "your application which has been refused" is the application for the special stated case.]

MR BENNETT:




HIS WORSHIP:









MR BENNETT: HIS WORSHIP:
 It's my submission, Your Worship, that it does involve a matter that really comes down to evidence and that it is a matter that Your Worship or whoever hears this case will only be able to determine properly in the fullness of the hearing.
That's		right	and		it,		as I	say, ties with Mr Stirk's application that it can only	be			determined		whether		there's liability		or not if (a) a decision is( made once certain evidence is before me or	before whoever		hears it or in the alternatively		(sic)			if no decision can be made, then once there is a decision of		the			Supreme	Court			concerning	the case stated. Does that follow? So there cannot			be		summary			judgment		for	the fourth. That's the one who's in at the moment isn't it?
Yes, Your Worship.
Nor could there be summary judgment for the third if it's still as forecast. It's still to be filed. There be no summary judgment for the fourth respondent. Now, where does that leave us? You need a hearing date don't you?"

His Worship then discussed with the parties when it would(
\ •...
be convenient to fix a hearing date and adjourned "the
matter" until 30 March into court for that purpose.

The appellant submits that an error of law was made by the learned magistrate in that he denied natural justice to the appellant by dismissing the appellant's application without giving the appellant any opportunity to be heard. The respondent's main contentions were that his Worship did not dismiss the appellant's summons, but merely adjourned it; but even if he did dismiss it, this was the correct result because (a) there is no power, except by consent, to


determine	a	matter	except	upon	a	hearing	and	(b)
alternatively	his	discretion	did not miscarry	because	the summary	judgment	application		rested	upon	facts	not	yet determined and involved a difficult question of law.

As to		the		question  of  whether  or not  the		learned magistrate dismissed		the		appellant's	summons,	I	have		no	doubt		that this		is		what	his		Worship did.		His Worship	used		the	words "there			cannot		be		summary	judgment		for			the			fourth" (respondent),	i.e.		the present		appellant,			and  his	note of his	order is "No summary judgment for 4th Resp." There is nothing to indicate that he adjourned the appellant's summons. What he appears to have done is to  have  adjourned "the  matter",   i.e.   the application   for   compensation   or, more probably, the preliminary conference under  sl06  of  the Act.

Pursuant	to		s106	of	the	Act,		before	proceeding		to	hear		a matter	in			the	court		list,	the court		or	a		magistrate	is required to hold a preliminary conference with the  parties, the purpose			of		which			seems		to	be	to			see		if	the		issues between  the			parties  have  been  defined:		see 106(3). Section 107(1) of		the Act requires a preliminary conference to be held "expeditiously and informally." At a preliminary conference, a magistrate  may,  inter  alia,  give  directions  for the expeditious determination  of  the  proceedings (s107(2) (b)), which directions may include interlocutory orders such as  discovery  and  inspection,  interrogatories, and other matters of practice and procedure ( sl07 ( 3)) ;  as well, a magistrate may  in  certain  circumstances  determine the matter and questions in issue, or make or  revoke  an interim  determination  of  compensation,  or  fix  a  hearing date for the claim  for  compensation  or  adjourn  the  hearing of  a  preliminary  conference  from  time  to  time:  see generally s107(2). No formal summons is prescribed for the summoning of a preliminary conference under the Work Health Rules. It appears that a preliminary conference  had  been heard at a much earlier time and  had  been  adjourned  from time to time until 29 January 1992 when I understand oral
'·
applications for a stated case and for summary judgment were first made. His Worship apparently declined to hear either application without a formal summons, and the preliminary conference on that date was adjourned sine die. The Work Health Rules make no provision for interlocutory summonses or for the hearing of interlocutory applications, although r21(11) provides that on an interlocutory application, an affidavit may be based on information and belief if the grounds are set out. Interlocutory applications are also referred to in passing in rr22(1)(d), 22(c),26(6) and 26(7). However there is nothing in the Work Health Rules concerning how an interlocutory application is made and what notice is to be given of it, or the like; nor is it clearly stated that an interlocutory application is
to be heard  at a preliminary	conference.	No
interlocutory	summons	is	prescribed	by	the
Rules.	The Work	Health	Rules	also	refer	to
 form for an1
Work	Health
preliminary
conferences,				and				r22		refers	to	both	interlocutory applications			as	well		to		preliminary		conferences.	This delphic treatment by the Work Health Rules of interlocutory applications is apt to lead to confusion but I think that, given the broad range of powers of a magistrate to dispose of	interlocutory		matters		by	the			preliminary	conference system, it must be intended that interlocutory applications (however commenced) are heard as part of the preliminary conference		process.			No point was taken that the learned magistrate had no power to require an interlocutory summons (see	s95(4))		and			I			think			that,		when		the	interlocutory( summonses	were heard, the learned			magistrate was hearing those applications during the resumption of the preliminary conference			which		had earlier been adjourned sine die. Similarly, it seems to me that when the learned magistrate adjourned "the matter" to fix a hearing date, his Worship was adjourning the preliminary conference pursuant to s107(2)(d)(i) of the Act, not the interlocutory summonses. Having refused the relief sought, it is my opinion that the summonses were dismissed, not merely adjourned.


,.

As to the power of a magistrate to summarily dispose of an application for compensation at a preliminary conference, that power is expressly conferred by sl07( 2) ( a), but only by consent of the parties. Whatever may have been the position when the matter was brought on in private chambers on 12 March 1992, it is clear that Mr Bennett, who appeared for the respondent worker on 16 March 1992, did not consent to a summary hearing of the application for compensation.

There is no specific statutory power or rule of court empowering the court to grant summary relief to a party in the absence of consent where the applicant for relief contends that there ought to be summary judgment. The Work Health court is a statutory court and therefore bound by the Act which establishes its constitution. Unlike a superior court, it has no inherent powers. Nevertheless, it does have implied powers. As Dawson J observed in Grassby v The Queen (1989) 168 CLR 1 at 16-17; (1989) 87 ALR 618 at
628:
"However, notwithstanding that its powers may be defined, every court undoubtedly possesses jurisdiction arising by implication upon the principle that a grant of power carries with it everything necessary for its exercise (ubi aliquid conceditur, conceditur  et id  sine  quo res ipsa  esse  non   potest.) Those implied powers may in many instances serve a function similar to that served by the inherent powers exercised by a superior court but they are derived from a different source and are limited in their extent. The distinction between inherent jurisdiction and jurisdiction by implication is not always made explicit, but it is, as Menzies J points out, fundamental."


His Honour observed, further, at 628:
"It would be unprofitable to attempt to generalise in speaking of the powers which an inferior court must possess by way of necessary implication. Recognition of the existence of such powers will be called for whenever they are required for the effective exercise of a jurisdiction which is expressly conferred but will be confined to so much as can be 'derived by implication from statutory provisions conferring particular jurisdiction."
The  power  of  a  superior  court  to  summarily   dismiss   an action   is   an  exercise   of   the   inherent   jurisdiction   of   such a court: Bayne v Baillieu (1908) 6 CLR 382 at 398 per
o'  Connor	J;	Burton  v The President	etc. of	the Shire	of
Bairnsdale		(1908)	7		CLR		76.		These		cases	suggest		that		the inherent		power	is		founded	upon	the		power	of	a	court			to protect		itself	from		an	abuse	of		its		processes:	see		also Williams Supreme Court Civil Procedure		Butterworths	(1987) pl25.	It			was submitted  by  the  appellant  that  the  Work Health Court's  power  to  do  likewise  is  part  of  its  implied powers.  I  was  not  referred  to  any  authority  which  has decided  whether  such  a  power  has  been  found  to   be  implied by  the  statutory  provisions  establishing  an  inferior   court. Nor have I been  able  to  find  any  authority  on  the  point myself. The power of inferior courts to  refuse  to  hear( proceedings on the ground  that  they  are  oppressive  and  an abuse  of  process  is  averted  to  by  Dawson  J   Grassby at   168 CLR  1  at  10.  In  that  case,   the  High   Court  decided  that  no such  power  could  be  implied  in  the  case  of  a   magistrate before whom committal proceedings have been  brought  because the statutory obligations of a magistrate were couched  in mandatory terms as a  consequence  of  which  there  was no room for the implication of such a power.

On	the	other		hand,		in	England	it		has		now	been	recognised that		a power		does		exist	in	inferior	courts		to		refuse		to hear	proceedings	which are		an  abuse  of		the		process   of	the court,			and	are		vexatious		and	oppressive:		see	Reg Humphreys [1977) AC 1 at 45-6  per  Lord  Salmon;  R v Brentford Justices, ex parte Wong (1981) 73 Crim App R 200; R v Grays Justices, ex parte Graham (1982) 75 Crim App R 229; R v West London stipendiary Magistrate, ex parte Anderson (1985) 80 Crim App R 143. The majority of the High Court  seemed  to  recognise  such  a  power  in  the  case   of criminal  proceedings  pending  in  the  District  Court  of  New South Wales in Jago v The District Court of New South Wales and ors (1989) 168 CLR 23. Whatever may be the situation in England or New South Wales, I am bound to approach the


matter	in	accordance	with	the	principles	referred	to in
Grassby.

The powers of the work Health Court are set out in s94 of the Act. This section provides:
"94. POWERS OF COURT
	The court has power to hear and determine -

	claims for compensation under Part V and all matters and questions incidental to or arising out of such claims; and


	all other matters required or Act	to	be	referred	to determination,

 permitted	by this the	Court	for

and	such other	powers  as are conferred	on it by or under this or any other Act.

	The Court may expand or abridge a time prescribed by or under this Part as it thinks fit."


Section 95 of the Act empowers the Chief Magistrate to make
rules and
 give practice directions,
 not inconsistent with
the	Act,
 regulating	the	practice
 and
 procedures	of
 the
court.	Section	95(4)	provides
 that
 the	practice
 and
procedures of the court in relation to a matter are within the discretion of the court. Section 97 provides that, in addition, the court or a magistrate has, in relation to a proceeding, except to the extent that the matter is specifically provided for under the Act, all the powers of a Local Court or a magistrate under the Local Court Act. It seems to me that prima facie the Work Health Court has an incidental power to dismiss an application summarily and prima facie, express power is conferred by s97. Orders 22
and	2 3	of the Local
 Court Rules provide
 the procedure for
summary	judgment
 in	the	Local	Court.
 So	far	as
 the
incidental power is widest	of	terms	to
 concerned, hear	and
 s94 confers a power in determine	applications
 the for
compensation under the Act, and s95(4) leaves any question of practice and procedure in the discretion of the court. A power to dismiss summarily is in my opinion a matter of practice and procedure. In Adam P Brown Fashions Pty Ltd v Philip Morris Incorporated and Philip Morris Ltd (1981) 148
CLR 170 at 176 Gibbs CJ and Aickin, Wilson and Brennan JJ cited with approval the following passage from Salmond on Jurisprudence 10 ed {1947) p476 which distinguishes substantive from procedural law:
"'Substantive law is concerned with the ends which the administration of justice seeks; procedural law deals with the means and instruments by which those ends are to be attained. The latter regulates the conduct and relations of courts and litigants in respect of the litigation itself; the former determines their conduct and relations in respect of the matters litigated.'"

The Solicitor-General, Mr Pauling QC, who appeared for the respondent,			pointed			out that the powers conferred	by s95 and s97 were to be read subject to there being no specific provision		by	the	Act,		and		as	s107(2)(a)		required	the agreement of the parties to decide the matter summarily there		was		no	room		for	any	express	or	implied	power		to dispose of the matter summarily in the absence of consent. I do not consider that s107(2)(a) has the effect contended for by Mr Pauling QC. There is a well-recognised difference between summary trials of proceedings and summary judgment applications.  For example, the Supreme   Court	Rules provide for both procedures: see Orders 22 and 23 which deal with summary		judgment	applications	and		r22.06(1)(d)		which empowers the court, by consent of the parties, to dispose of a proceeding finally in a summary way. The Local		Court Rules	similarly	observe the distinction:		see r22.04(1)(d) and Orders 22 and 23. I conclude, therefore, that the Work Health			Court did have jurisdiction to entertain ar( application by the appellant for summary judgment.


The final question is whether the learned magistrate made any error of law in deciding to dismiss the application for summary judgment. No argument was addressed to his Worship as to the merits of the application. The only question he was called upon to decide is where and when the application would be heard. His Worship dismissed the application because he considered that he must have evidence before him. No doubt it was essential that there be evidence

'


placed before the court before the application could be determined, but there were affidavits already on file in support of the application. His Worship failed to give the appellant any opportunity to be heard before dismissing the application. Although the appellant was represented at the adjourned hearing on 16 March 1992, his Worship did not call upon the solicitor for the appellant before ordering that the summons be dismissed. There is nothing to suggest that the appellant's solicitor waived her right to be heard. This was a clear denial of natural justice to the appellant, and a breach of denial of natural justice is an error of law: Escobar v Spindaleri (1986) 7 NSWLR 51. Although s107 of the Act requires that a preliminary conference be heard "informally," that is not sufficient, in my opinion, to indicate that the rules of natural justice do not apply.

I should also mention that although the Rules of the Work Health Court make no provision for summary judgment applications, it is clear that s95(4) of the Act empowers the court or a magistrate to decide its or his own procedures for the hearing of such an application: see Bogeta Pty Ltd v Wales {1977) 1 NSWLR 139 at 149.

As to Mr Pauling's submission that there was an error because the summary judgment application rested upon disputed facts and included a difficult question of law, there was no material either before me or before the learned magistrate in the absence of submissions as to the merits of the application, upon which a finding of that kind could be made. Of course, when the application is heard on the merits, those sorts of consideration will be most relevant as to whether the relief sought is granted or refused. But that moment has not yet come.

Accordingly, the appeal is allowed, the order of the learned magistrate dismissing the summons for summary judgment is set aside, and the respondent is ordered to pay the appellant's costs of the application of 16 March 1992

10

and the costs of this appeal.
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